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ABSTRACT 

STRADAR project is dedicated to streaming real-time data in a distributed dispatcher and teleinfor-

mation system of the Border Guard. The Events Visualization Post is a software designed for 

simultaneous visualization of data of different types in BG headquarters. The software allows the 

operator to visualize files, images, SMS, SDS, video, audio, and current or archival data on naval 

situation on digital maps. All the visualized data can be synchronized in time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

STRADAR [1] is a project designed for the use of the Polish Border Guard. 

Its main purpose is to allow for visualization of events that were noticed and indi-

cated by generation of an appropriate ‘task’. STRADAR allows for the generation of 

the tasks both by the operators working in the Border Guards stationary centers, as 

well as operators working in the mobile unit. The project itself is a continuation of 

the previous project KONSOLA [2, 3]. Assumptions, requirements, implementation 

concept, methods, and analytical models can be found in [1, 2, 3]. 
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The project’s principle is to allow an operator to visualize multimedia data 

corresponding to an observed event. For this purpose, a solution consisting of 

number of entities connected through an IP network has been proposed. The most 

important entities of the system are: Center Server (CS) which is tasked with the 

management of reported tasks and hosts the Map Server (MS) application designed 

for the purpose of the project, Archival Server (AS) which stores archived multime-

dia data regarding events that occurred and Events Visualization Point (EVP) which 

is designed for visualizing multimedia data for tasks generated by itself, as well as 

tasks generated by the operators in the field. The generated tasks may be vessel-

oriented and in that case the data is gathered by a number of geographical infor-

mation gathering tools (e.g. AIS, ARPA radars, GPS) and stored in the MS. In this 

respect, the discussed solution is similar to Vessel Traffic Systems (VTS) which 

have been discussed in [4, 5]. 

The Event Visualization Point is a software-based solution installed on a PC 

with connected two displays. One of them is a management screen which is used to 

manage and create tasks and their multimedia elements for visualization. The second 

display is a multidisplay which a set of monitors that work together as a single logi-

cal display of high resolution. It works as a surface on which multimedia data re-

garding tasks is visualized. The multimedia data that can be visualized include: SMS 

and SDS, video streams (both archival recording from AS and live camera streams), 

audio streams, maps with data regarding situation on the sea (both archive and 

live), images and files. The EVP allows to synchronize the data of multiple types. 

Data is accessed from the AS based on the appropriate query. 

The article focuses on a general description of the functionality available to 

the user. This functionality is due to the wishes of the Border Guard, which outlines 

the assumptions and design requirements. In the article we present only a general 

description of the system due to the high level of detail of the system and the need 

to maintain confidentiality about the details of the project. Due to the limited vol-

ume of the article, only a fragment of the functionality of the system is presented. 

NOTIFICATION OF NEW VISUALIZATION TASKS 

Notification of new visualization tasks can be performed in EVP application 

or in dispatcher application at stationary or mobile consoles (fig. 1). 

The first thing to be done to generate new visualization task is to declare  

a priority and optionally add a text description about the task. Then, the operator 
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has to add some elements to the task, that can be of various types: map, object 

browser, file/image, SMS/SDS, video, or audio. Every task must consist of at least 

one element, and simultaneously there is no upper limit to the number of elements 

in the task. The operator can choose to add an element from a macro, which is  

a predefined and saved form of an element, or to define a custom element. Macros 

allow for quick designing of tasks consisting of frequently used elements, while the 

advanced form for unique elements is still available to the operator. 

 

 

Fig. 1. A view of TaskGeneratorControl during the generation of new visualization task [own work] 

 

In case of the custom element, after selecting the desired type of element, 

the operator has to define its parameters. Defined parameters will be used as 

search filters for the AS. Every element must consist of at least one defined parameter 

although the operator can define all the parameters. In the case of multiple defined 

parameters, the search filter will be a logical conjunction of them all. 

The set of parameters for the element type of video recordings is as follows: 

 current or archival stream indicator; 

 video ID; 

 naval object IDs associated with the video; 

 camera ID; 

 login of the operator who uploaded the video; 

 source ID from where the video was uploaded; 
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 geographical coordinates associated with the video; 

 time of creation of the video recording; 

 duration of the video recording; 

 subscription indicator; 

 text note attached to the video recording. 

The set of parameters for the element type of situation on map is as follows: 

 current or archival situation indicator; 

 range of geographical coordinates; 

 naval object IDs for presentation of more detailed information; 

 naval object IDs for presentation of trails of traveled routes; 

 filtration rules for symbols of naval objects; 

 filtration rules for labels of naval objects. 

The operator has access to a history of previously sent tasks, which he can 

browse and select tasks to resend them or to modify and then resend them. 

When the task and its elements are ready, it can be send to the CS. If the task 

was defined in EVP, it’s sent directly to the CS. Otherwise, i.e. the task was defined 

in stationary or mobile console, it’s sent to the Universal Radio Controller (URC) 

which redirects it to the CS. The list of all the tasks is man-aged in the CS. 

MANAGEMENT OF TASKS 

After logging in the EVP, the list of tasks is presented on the right side of the 

management display of EVP (fig. 2). The list is updated after each change in the CS. 

Tasks can be sorted according to dates or priorities. Each task includes the list of 

elements presented by its type. For the purpose of presentation management, tasks 

can be minimalized to hide elements. The operator is able to accept, reject or pre-

view a whole task or its specific element. 

If the operator chooses to reject a task or a single element, then the EVP in-

forms the CS about that fact and, after the response, updates the task list. The re-

jected task is completely removed from the system. 

If the operator chooses to preview a task or a single element, then an addition-

al user control appears, called TaskPreviewControl, which presents all the declared 

data on the task and criteria of the element, discussed in the previous Section. From 

there, the operator is able to accept or reject the selected task or element in similar 

matter than from the task list. 
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If the operator chooses to accept a task or a single element, then EVP in-

forms the CS about that fact. The CS begins the dialogue with the AS to obtain  

a collection of metadata about documents that meet the search criteria defined in 

the element. After the response, the EVP updates the task list and notifies the opera-

tor that the collection of metadata is available in TaskPreviewControl for that specific 

element. Then the operator should preview the element and browse through the 

obtained metadata to select a desired data to visualize. 

After the selection of metadata, the operator chooses a place for visualization 

on the left side of the management display (fig. 2), where a new user control ap-

pears, called ManagementControl, which is different depending on the type of the 

element and has multiple functions. Firstly, ManagementControl processes metadata 

and creates an appropriate visualization control on the multiscreen presentation 

display. Secondly, ManagementControl enables GUI for the operator to control the 

visualization process. For each element type, there is a different GUI for controlling 

the visualization process, which is specific to capabilities of a considered visualization 

control. In figure 2, examples for controlling of audio recordings (on the left) and 

image (in the middle) have been presented. Moreover, the operator can show or 

hide the metadata on the presentation screen below the visualized data. Thirdly, 

ManagementControl allows to move or resize the visualization control on the mul-

tiscreen display since it can be dragged across the screen. For the purpose of relo-

cation of controls, the operator can use a customizable grid or move them freely. 

 

 

Fig. 2. A view of Events Visualization Post during operation [own work] 
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VISUALIZATION OF VIDEO RECORDINGS 

One of the features of the EVP is an ability to visualize video streams regarding 

reported tasks. Both archive and live video can be managed and presented on the 

multidisplay. The video data is accessed from the AS by connecting to an appropriate 

RTSP video stream. 

In order to visualize a video stream, the EVP initializes a new VideoUserCon-

trol object. A set of methods defined in VideoClassLibrary allow for communication 

between the EVP and the user control. This collection of methods is used to control 

the received video stream. GUI of the control is presented in figure 3 (in this case 

the metadata panel is hidden). To start visualizing the video stream a certain number 

of steps has to be taken. Firstly, the EVP sends a request for a search of metadata 

regarding a given task. After those metadata are received, a new VideoUserControl 

object is initialized. Next, the AddVideoMetadata method is called, which is designed 

to send the selected metadata to the control including, among others, an URL address 

of the RTSP stream to which the control connects to receive access to the stream. 

From the operator’s point of view, the functionality of the VideoUserControl 

can be divided into three groups: 

 basic video player functionality: play, forward, backward, pause and stop; 

 an advanced control over the stream: forwarding to the specified number of 

seconds of the stream, forwarding to a real time moment in the stream corre-

sponding to a specified date, change of forward and backward step; 

 presentation of the metadata. 

 

 

Fig. 3. A view of VideoUserControl during the visualization of video recording [own work] 
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VISUALIZATION OF NAVAL OBJECTS ON DIGITAL MAPS 

Visualization of naval situation on digital maps is realized by the MapControl 

which is a custom user control contained in the MapClassLibrary. MapControl is divided 

into two main modules: the map management module and the sender-receiver 

module. The map management module is responsible for rendering the map, con-

trolling the map engine, providing the graphical user interface, forming request 

messages to the database, and interpreting reply messages from the database. For 

the rendering of digital maps, MapControl uses the TatukGIS map engine. The sender- 

-receiver module is responsible for communication with the MS in the CS. 

The data for visualization in MapControl is provided by the MS in the CS. 

The data may come from the following sources: AIS receivers and radars of the Marine 

time Office delivered via web service, AIS receivers on mobile units of the Border 

Guards, ARPA radars on mobile units of the Border Guards, GPS devices on mobile 

units of the Border Guards. 

The important fact is that the automatic deduplication of supervised objects 

is performed in the MS. This means that e.g. if a single object was detected by ARPA 

radar and AIS receiver, then the data from both sources will be identified and merged 

into one object. The graphical user interface for the visualization of naval situation 

on digital maps is presented in figure 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. A view of MapControl during the visualization of naval situation  
of digital maps [own work] 
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The brief list of the most important functionality for data visualization on 

digital maps is as follows: 

 rendering of digital maps in various formats (optimized for S-57 maps); 

 filtering of displayed layers and sub-layers of digital maps; 

 selecting of any geographic coordinate system by EPSG code; 

 presentation of geographical coordinates in DMS and DD formats; 

 navigating through the map using buttons or the cursor; 

 presentation and filtering of categorized graphical symbols of the objects; 

 presentation of panels with detailed information on the objects; 

 presentation of trails of traveled routes by the objects; 

 tracking of a selected object; 

 reconstruction of archival situation on the map with different playback speeds; 

 downloading data from the CS; 

 presentation of the current local time and UTC. 

SUMMARY 

The EVP, which is a part of the STRADAR project, is a solution for precise 

monitoring of activities in regards to the works of Border Guard which leads to 

improving the quality of observation and increasing marine time safety. Coopera-

tion with the Archival Server and the Map Server and a variety of multimedia user 

controls allow different types of data to be synchronized in time and simultaneously 

displayed on a high-resolution display. The functionality presented in the previous 

sections are not all the system functionality but only a small portion. Other system 

features will be outlined in the following articles. 
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W I Z U A L I Z A C J A  Z D A R Z E Ń   
P R Z Y  U Ż Y C I U  R Ó Ż N Y C H  R O D Z A J Ó W  D A N Y C H  

D L A  S T R A Ż Y  G R A N I C Z N E J  

STRESZCZENIE 

Projekt STRADAR jest poświęcony strumieniowej transmisji danych czasu rzeczywistego w roz-

proszonych systemach dyspozytorskich i teleinformatycznych Straży Granicznej. Stanowisko 

wizualizacji zdarzeń jest oprogramowaniem przeznaczonym do jednoczesnej wizualizacji danych 

różnych rodzajów. Oprogramowanie to umożliwia operatorowi wizualizację plików, zdjęć, SMS-ów, 

SDS-ów, nagrań wideo, nagrań audio oraz bieżących lub archiwalnych danych o sytuacji na morzu 

na mapach cyfrowych. Wszystkie wizualizowane dane mogą być zsynchronizowane w czasie. 

Słowa kluczowe:  

Straż Graniczna, zobrazowanie danych, system rozproszony, multimedia. 


